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Nursing shortage at health center
by Cynthia Beckwith
Staff Writes'
Seven nurses have resigned
from their jobs at Cutler Health
Center since May, reportedly
because of recent changes in
"Up until last year_ I would
have said it was the best job I'd
Carol
had," said
ever
Thompson, a former Cutler
nurse.
But Thompson found it
necessary to resign after the
health center decided to hire
Certified Nursing Assistants to
work with the after-hours
nurses. Previously, the 4 p.m.
to midnight shift was staffed

with two registered nurses.
"I felt it was an unsafe situation for me to be in,"
Thompson said.
Dr. Roberta Berrien, director
of the health center, said the
decision to hire CNAs was
made after advertising for more
RNs proved futile. She said the
health center has been short
two after-hours and weekend
nurses for more than a year,
but advertisements for nurses
have generated little response.
Berrien said it was imperative
to hire the CNAs, but the
nurses did not agree. Several of
them said they were not aware
that the health center was in
need of more nurses.

CNAs are state certified after
cornpleting- srisveek course,
qualifying them to work as
basic nursing assistants. They
are able to perform basic pa.
tienkcate.under the supervision
of an RN, according to,
Linda
Coleman,the conference coordinator at Eastern Maine Vocational Technical Institute,
which offers a_ CNAc_prograrn.
f-he RNs at Cutler, though,
did not feel comfortable working alone with the CNAs after
hours.
"To decrease the support by
one RN is ridiculous," said
(see NURSES page In

by Cynthia Beckwith Staff Writer

The clinic will be Staffed
• with one physician and one
nurse, who will handle
Cutler Health Center VD—general medical problems
no longer be open 24 hours
and emergencies.
a day.
The evening shift, 4 p.m.
Dr. Roberta Berrien,
to midnight, was previously
director of the health center,
staffed with two nurses, and
said the decision was based . the night shift, midnight to
on a lack of nurses to staff
8 a.m., was staffed with one
the center all hours of the
nurse.
day.
Berrien said it will be an
Seven nurses have resignadvantage to have a physied from the center since
cian there but stressed the
May. All seven worked the
situation is not ideal.
after-hours and weekend
_ Dwight Rideout, dean of
shifts. The lack of nurses has
Student Services, agreed
made it impossible for serwith Berrien.
vices to be extended after
"We do not want to close
4:30 p.m.
the infirmary, and we hope
- Berrien said Cutler-of= this will not be a permanent
ficials are planning to open
measure," he said.
a ciinic from 7 p.m. to 8:30
_.He also said the increase
p.m., Monday through Friin clinic hours will actually
day, and 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
help students.
on Saturdays and Sundays.
(see CUTLER page S)

by Jan Vertefeuille
and Doug Kesselt
Staff Writers

Phi Kapps dismissed
by Lisa Cline
Staff Writer

-- —

The dismissal. of 27 Phi Kappa Sigma brothers
this summer was largely a result of too much partying and too little studying, according to chapter
adviser Roderick O'Keefe.
*tie tist4e just to losvc
-Too
a good time," O'Keefe said.
Dan Michaud, one of the 15 active brothers
left', supports the decision to dismiss the others.
"This fraternity was founded for a purpose
and we weren't working toward that purpose," Michaud said.
O'Keefe said the brothers simply lost sight of
the basic principles of leadership, service and
scholarship on which the fraternity was based.
By the end of :as: ;et:nester, he ;aid, thc University of Maine chapter and the national chapter

St
,

se-

r.

of Phi Kappa Sigma decided it was time for a
change.
National adviser Simon Nash met with each
brother last May and questioned them about
their personal goals and ideals,} and as to what
he believed the fraternity stood for, said John
Laverty, assistant director of the nationai officer.
"it tnere was a discrepancy, they.were asked
to leave," Laverty said.
Michaud said he believes part of the problem
is the current attitude Of the grcek system as a
whole.
"The emphasis hasn't been on the values the
fraternity system was founded on," Michaud
said. "The emphasis has been on parrying.'
House adviser Sam .Civiello agreed, saying,
"Rush used to be, 'Come on down to happy
(see FRATERNITY page 5)
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Care no longer
available 24 hours

Bost: MTA fee
was ethical, legal

Three students take advantage of Iho remit warm weather outside

_

State Rep. Stephen Bost. DOrono, says an ethics complaint filed against him last
week by the Republican state
Committee is groundless and
part of his opponent's electionyear politics.
The Republican committee
alleges that Bost's acceptance
of more than S10,000 in consulting fees from the Maine
Teachers' Association was
unethical beeause he serves as
chair of the education committee, which reviews MTA bills.
Bost, who is running for the
state senate this year, said his
work witn iflC MIA over me
last two years was done out of
session and "was done completely outside my legislative
realm."
On Sept. 8, the committee
filed a complaint with the Commission on Governmental
Ethics and Election Practices,
which will review the iS.Stit at an
as-yet-unscheduled hearing.
The committee must make a

Stephea
decision nefore the Novenibei
election and Bost said it should
be next week.
The complaint stemmed
from information supplied by
the-husband of Host's opponent
for the District 11 senate scat,
Mary-Ellen Maybury.
Maybury's husband David
Randall, a school teacher in
East Corinth, said he obtained
(see ROST page 5)
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News Briefs
Search begun for
missing airplane

"I was amazed," Mason added.
"It was just like I was sitting in rn)own living room. I'm a very quiet person. so I thought I might be getting the
jitters."
Letterman ordered the boots last
month from Ed Hall, a visuals cooldinator for the show who became a
Mason salesman through a mail
advertisement.
The Chippewa Falls company conducts most of its business through such
ads which, Mason said, result in doorto-door sales and sales to friends to
relatives.
"Is there any way that from now on
in the catalog we can refer to these as
Dave boots" Letterman asked as he
slipped out of his athletic shoes and into the new boots.
"I think we could, or we could put
a star on it for you," Mason said.

GREENVILLE, Me. (AP) — A
search was under way Thursday for a
plane with four people aboard that
disappeared after taking off six days
ago from Lawrence, Mass., bound for
Greenville, officials said.
Relatives apparently contacted
authorities Wednesday after failing to
hear from travelers, and the Civil Air
Patrol began flights over the remote
Greenville area, said Ronald Roy,
director of Aeronautics Division of the
Maine Department of Transportation.
Roy declined to identify the people
aboard the blue and white Cessna 182,
a four-passenger, single-engine plane.
but said authorities believed that they
were headed for a fly-in that was held
in Greenville last weekend.
Efforts to narrow. down the area
where the plane might have gone down
were complicated by the large nurnbar—
of aircraft that were in the Greenville
area for the fly-in, Roy said
FARMINGTON, Me (AP) —
Eugene McCarthy, the former Minnesota senator who ran for president
20 years ago, says the No. 2 spot on
the national ticket ought to be
abolished.
CHIPPEWA FALLS (API —
McCarthy 'told students at the
David Letterman likes his new boots,
University of Maine at Farmington on
and Victor Mason says he had fun
Wednesday .that the vice presidencs.
delivering them on national television.
"It didn't bother me a bit," the "clutters up the campaign."
Mason Shoe Co. president said after
presenting a pair of size 10 and a half
McCarthy, a Democrat, said the ofdress boots, style No. 1197, before a
fice of vier:president puts people in
nationwide TV audience Tuesday on
line for the presidency who don't
"Late Night with David Letterbelong there, among them Richard
man."
Nixqn, Spiro _Agncv.. and Dan

VP position not
needed: PticCArthy

Letterman gets new
boots on Late Night

Quayle. The job also tarnished good
people like Hubert Humphrey and
Walter Mondale, McCarthy added.
McCarthy, now 72, said he was
reserving judgement on whether to
support Democratic nominee Michael
Dukakis but added that the didn't
think he could back Republican
George Bush.
McCarthy, whose opposition to the
Vietnam War led him to challenge
President Lyndon Johnson for the
Democratic nomination, was the
featured speaker at UMF's "60s
Week," a look back to the politics,
styles and music of the tumultuous
decade.
•

Burger King to use
Maine potatoes
PRESQUE ISLE, Me. (AP) —
Rebuffed for years by the nation's
fast-food giants, Maine's potato industry has won acceptance for the first
time as an approved supplier of french
fries to a major chain,.
An agreement between Burger King
and the McCain Foods Inc. processing plant in Presque Isle has been hailed by officials in state government and
the industrs as a whopper of a deal for
Maine.
"It's a real landmark for the potato
industry, in as much as they've been
trying for years to break the french fry
business which is controlled by the
western states," state Agriculture
Commissioner Bernard Shaw said
Thursdas
Arrangements are bring made for
Gov. John R. McKernan to deliver the
formal announcement at a Burger

King restaurant in Augusta, Shaw
Said. Sales of McCain fries to Burger
King restaurants in Maine, New York,
and Ohio last month appear to be going well, said Jane Fowler.- communications director for the Maine
Potato Board.
For years, the refusal of fast-food
chains to use spuds from Maine or
other eastern states has rankled
growers and processors in Aroostook
County .

Mass. couple
identified as victims
S'ANCEBORO, Mc. (AP) — A
man and a woman who perished in a
cottage fire in this Canadian border
town were identified Thursday as a
Massachusetts couple and investigators said the cause of the blaze
may never be known.
An autopsy showed that Phillip
Scott and his wife Marijane, both 51,
of Wrentham, Mass., died of smoke
inhalation, according to Bob
Goodrich, and assistant to the state
medical examiner.
Their badly burned bodies were
found Wednesday in the basement of
the two-story, wooden structure owned by the Scotts and two other
Massachusetts couples, investigators
said.
The fire reduced the cottage to a pile
of rubble, said Donald Bisset, the state
fire marshal, who quoted his investigator at the scene as saying the
cause remained a mystery.

•
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INTERDORMITORY BOARD
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Friday & Saturday
Hauck Auditorium
Shows at 7 p.m.
and 9 p.m.
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*Thousands flee as hurricane rages on
CORPUS CHRISTI. Texas (AP) tional Weather Service issued a hur,
Thousands froro,south Texas to I.ouiricane watch Thursday morning-along
siana's bayous shuttered homes and
Texas' 370-mile coast, from Brownsville
shops, packed up livestock and fled to
to Port Arthur.
higher ground Thursday as Hurricane
"The effects of the hurricane are
Gilbert roared across the Gulf of Mexalready being felt along the Gulf Coast,
ico and aimed at the U.S. coast.
but as far as it hitting with real hurricane
force, we believe that to happen within
"This is a killer storm," said Gordon Guthrie, director of the Florida
the next 24 to 36 hours," Noel
„ Division of Emergency Management.
Risnychok, hurricane specialist at the
National Hurricane Center in Miami,
I feel sorry for anybody wherever this
hits."
said early Thursday.
"As far as where, that's unclear right
The 1,600 students and about 200 panow. Believe me, it doesn't behoove us
tients at the University of Texas Medical
to be ambiguous about these things.
Branch on Galveston Island were being
When we know where, we'll tell
evacuated, said spokesperson Leann
Teyrnour.
yo."
On the Bolivar Peninsula outside
In Louisiana, 10,000 people had
Galveston Bay, most beachgoers and
orders today to leave homes around the
about 3,000 residents left by sundown
bayous on the state's flood-prone
Wednesday, packing the Bolivar Ferry
coastline. Grand Isle, a barrier island
to Galveston all day long, said Police
resort where 2,100 people live, was
Chief Farris Collier of Crystal Beach.
acuated Wednesday, as were many of
"Some of them are being stubborn
Plaqucmines Parish's 15,000 residents.
and are saying they're staying no mat."I'm scared to death." said Pant_ ter what,"
he said. "But if it hits
Quigley, who recalled the devastation by
here, they won't be here any more."
Hurricane Celia in 1970. "If you could'
Hurricane frenzy also was apparent in
have seen Corpus Christi after Celia;
Cameron Parish, La., a thin layer of
you wouldn't have believed it. It was
marsh just above sea level that has been
.just demolished."
a frequent front door for hurricanes
NASA cited potential disruptions at
over the years.
_
-the night control center in Houstiri-n by- . The parish
of 1.0.000 residents boasts
the hurricane in delaying the announceabout 5,000 head of cattle.
ment of a launch date for the shuttle
"We'll be working all night to get
Discovery.
them out," Francis Bride, a Lake
The giant hurricane, considered one
Charles physician said as he helped
of the sttongest ever, was blamed for
shove the rumps of balky steers into a
dozens of deaths in the Caribbean and
packed trailer
left 500.000 Jamaicans homeless before
The impact of the 450-mile-wide
it struck Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula on
storm was felt even in areas not expected
Wednesday. forcing thousands to
to be hit by Gilbert.
es acuatc.
State emergency officials in Mon
Early Thursday. Gilbert appeareds,o---tgomery. Ala.. began making prepara
be headed for Texas, possibly hitting
dons toreceive thousands of people who
land by Fridas or Saturday. The Nacould take refuge there from the storm.

Florida's Gov. Bob Martinez canceled a trade mission to France because of
the storm.
In Texas, Gov. Bill Clements late
Wednesday issued an emergency proclamation suspending elections planned
for Harris and Brazoria counties
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New times: Mondays 7 p.m. 217 Lord Hall
New director: Professor Ludlow Hallman
Campus and community - all welcome
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10 percent off with LIMaine student ID.
(limit 1 per person)

Acadia Bike & Canoe
END-OF-SEASON SALE
Used Bikes & Canoes---At Reduced Prices
-Our 100 In Stack-

OUNTAIN BIKES
as low as $22
1410-SPEEDS
as low as $99
OLD TOWN CANOES
from $295
pf
14
HELMETS, CAR RACKS, BIKE BAGS, AND MORE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

288-5483
014 COTT

Fitzwater said the president was aware
.a.vvi I.

C-21
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Former aide calls
Reagan lazy, inept
WASHINGTON (AP) A former
White Howe al.ric said Thstrr.A2y he r.;‘,
ed the possibility of temporarily removing President Reagan from office under
the 25th Amendment during the IranContra scandal ha7s-anup the president
was inattentise, inept and lazy.
The aide, James Cannon, said he
brought up the subject in a 1987 memo
to Howard Baker Jr., who was just tak •
ing ovet horn Donaid Regan as White
House chief of staff. Cannon said he rejected the thought_ after seeing the
Reagan and finding that his condition
was just 'dandy."
Cannon said he had interviewed 15 or
20 staffers left from the Reg.an regime
and that "not a!! but most said in one
way or another that the president was
inattentive, that he had lost interest in
his job."
"I was skeptical about that, but
nes ertheless the number of people that
told me this was such that I felt I had
an obligation to raise (it) with Sen.
Baker."
The 25th Amendment, added to the
Constitution in 1967. provides the president may be removed if the vice president and a majority of the cabinet
Jeclare him "unable to discharge the
powers and clinics of his office."
White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater, talking to reporters at his daily
brim-Ina, said,"i saw the president every
day, talked to him a lot. Theres nothing
to this:. This is fiction by staff people
who, for their own reasons, chose to say
this, and it was dismissed immediately
by those who heard it. It was never
taken seriously."

because of Gilbert's threat.
In Corpus Christi, where Hurricane
Allen Killed two people in 1980, all five
school districts called of class for Thursday and Friday, even though it wasn't
known where or when Gilbert would
strike.

/

it

all in stride."
"It speaks more of the state of mind
of some of the staff here (at the time)
than it does of the president," Fitzwater said.

Across from Post 101'
Pt,

ACADIA BIKE IrCANDE

14
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WIN! WIN! WIN! WIN! WIN!
Enter Dr.Record's "Color the Doc" Contest... 1st Prize - $50.00 In
merchandise
9nd you could win: free music!
2nd Prize - $25.00 In merchandise
3rd Prize - $10.00 in merchandise

See Dr. Records for details
Dr. Records 20 Main St. Orono
818-7874
...
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Almost 100 cars
towed this-year
by Doris Rygalski
Staff Writer

WANTED:
STUDENT TOUR GUIDES

Is your car within 20 feet of a
hydrant? Is it parked in an unpaved
area? Might it be considered "abandoned" as determined by the Department
of Public Safety?
If you don't know whether you're
iolating these or any other parking
policies at the University of Maine,
you'd better check on your car. There's
change it may have been towed. Charlie Chandler, assistant director
of Admtnistrative Services for
Department of Public Safety, says at
least 413 vehicles have been towed since
the beginning of school.
"We've sent flyers, had a
the
front page of the first Daily Maine Cain' pu , and done everything we could to
communicate," he said. "I don't
know what else we can lo."
The operator of Smart's Auto Body
in Old Town says he has towed about
five to six vehicles a day since the start
of the semester. In fact, both he and the
ovitier of Swett's Campus Mobile in
Orono said vehicles were being towed
from _the LMaine campus as they spoke.
Chandler said there have been more
parking y iolations in the first two weeks
of this semester than in the first six to
eight Nveeks of any previous semester.
Not only are the violations infringing
on campus regulations, but some violations that insOlve 'parking on the
undesignated lawn area have turned
grass into mud, he explains.
"To keep restoring parts of the cam -

To conduct campus tours
for prospective students
and their families.

a

Characteristics Include:

story on

-A good knowledge of the University
and its resources

-Excellent communication skills
ENTHUSIASM and COMMITMENT

to UMAINE

Please Apply to the Admissions Office
Chadbourne Hall
Deadline: Friday. September 16 at 430
Finalists will be notified for interviews

pus to previous conditions is a poor way
of spending money," Chandler said.
Difficulties parking. he suggested, can
be solved with time and patience.
"Don't come to school two minutes
before class starts and rush to find a
place to park," he said, "Come a little early."
Another suggestion Chandler provides requires a little planning.
"Before classes begin," he says,
"take a drive around campus and look
at the parking map. Plan where you'll
park from day to day."
-- He notes that one area that is rarely
used to its capacity is the steam plant
parking lot.
"It's the shortest distance from the
mall when compared with the other
parking lots, but the human perception
is that the distance is greater because of
the hill," Chandler said.
He stresses that those who still have
problems with parking — be it with
places allotted to people with handicaps
or places for parking in general — are
invited to the Department of Public
safety for assistance.
"Rather than abandon your car,
come lees-for help,' Chandler-said.
"We don't hase all the answers, but
we'%e been here a long time and we have
a bunch."
The cost of getting a car out of impoundment is about S30. but this varies
with the towing situation—what is done
and at what time, the manager of
Swett's said.
"No one has paid more than S30 yet
from the university," he said.
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
visit Our Two Locations in the Area:
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Stillwater in Orono
Route 2 in Old Town
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SPECIALS THIS MONTH

•New 3-bedroom luxury townhouse, full base
ment, 21
/
2 baths with optional garage
•3-bedroom luxury townhouse some furassban
; gs,
1v2 baths, full basement. Corner unit._ •
Move right in!

Busch
12 Packs:-$4.99

open house

Jolt Cola
6 Packs: $2.59

Al Imes are part et 1111ilsper1ei Plus sat. sept. 17th
Notrioewirwt Witiciallee which oilers yaw
V11.611.11M..
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/ I Planters Snackr,1 I5
, for $1.00
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Pepsi
Dt. Pepsi
Mountain Dew
a
Ow Bottles: $1.3%
- -- •
t

OSICCILI

and witty Ilvieg.
OWNER FINANCING *LOW DOWN PAYMENT
*IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

942-4815

Coke, Dt, Coke
Tab, Sprite
16 oz.: $.49

Lei

•New 3-bedroom luxury townhouse, 2 baths with
attached garage, finished basement with hot tub!
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COMING SOON...CHEESE _NACHOS
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*Bost

(minimised front page 1)

the information about Bost's consulting
fee from the executive director of the
MTA and passed the information on to
the governor's office several months
ago.
"At the time we were concerned
about a legislator or legislators who were
working with the MTA," Randall
said. "It seemed like a conflict of interest."
But Bost said because Maine still has
a citizen legislature he sees nothing
wrong with having legislators with areas
of specialization.
"There's absolutely nothing wrong
with paperworkers, teachers, attorneys,
or anyone else serving on the
Legislature," Bost •Said. "If those
roles present a conflict of interest, then
it's time to move to a full-time
legislature."
Bost said be worked on the public
policy component of the grant and that
his superiors and the ethics commission
knew about it.

•Fraternhy

"
-1- made full and total disclosure with
make it look like it's politically oriented.
lion reforms throughout the state
the ethics commission and they know -1 do wish it came out a year ago,'so it
nation. He was chosen to work on the
that, but they decided to look into it
wouldn't look politically motivated."
public policy section because of his exbecause it's an election year," he said.
The project he was working on, Bost
pertise in public affairs and the fact that
House Speaker John L. Martin, Dsaid, would make Maine one of five
he served on two national education
Eagle Lake, charges that the complaint
states receiving grants to explore educaboards.
is part of an election-year pattern of dirty politics by the Republicans, that the
payments to Bost were legal and ethical,
and that Bost reported the MTA payment legally.
David Reinke, executive director of
the Maine Teachers' Association, was
Needs:
SINGERS
out of town and no one else in the
association could comment.
Randall said he passed on the inforMeets: Tuesday & Thursday
mation only to question the ethics of
at 12:10 - 1:00 p.m.
Bost working for the MTA, not to
sabotage his campaign. Because the
complaint was filed so close to the election, it looks like a political move, he
said. .
"I think it's unfortunate to come out
now," Randall said. "because it does

UNIVERSITY CHORUS

No Audition

1

ALL S TUDEN TS WELCOME I

(continued from page It

hour and get drunk with the guys.' If
you liked rt, you joined."
O'Keefe said a change in this attitude
is long overdue.
"Thc greek system will SUCCCCI4 if we
are able to go back to the times when
fraternities meant something more than
a party house," he said.
O'Keefe said the fraternities used to
be a positive influence in the community and the decision to dismiss the
brothers is an attempt to preserve the
fraternity system and get back to its
basic ideals.
Michaud believes the 'dismissal vvill

ultimately have a positive effect on Phi
Kappa Sigma.
"It has left people who are committed to where the house is going,".
Michaud said. "We are a focused group
of guys. This fraternity was founded on
a certain set of ideals and we want to
work toward those goals."
r-Civiello said the fraternity is looking
toward the future as a beginning for
recruiting new members who are willing
to work together to achieve those ideals.
"We're just interested in getting back
on track and making this a worthwhile
place to be,' Michaud added.
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SUNDAY WORSHIP 6:30 pm
Drummond Chapel - 3rd fl Union
Tom Chittick, chaplain
The Protestant Church
on Campus
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Come in and keep the summer tan
and get your new hairstyle.
Get 20 percent off any servrael
with this cogpon.
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38 Main Street Orono,Me.
866-7976
APPOINTMENT RECOMMENDED
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At Dilly Mains Campus_

Fraday,5ggsgmbeilijsmi____

Editorial
411.

Second class

A

rage of confusion and questions has erupted since
a report on the status of women at the University
of Maine was released by President Dale Lick's

office.
Why are female faculty and staff generally paid less than
their male counterparts and what, if anything, can we as
a university community change?
Is it because of their femininity or because on the average,
women dominate the nursing, library, teaching and clerical
staff positions?
According to the report by the Task Force on the Status
of Women Committee, women of professional, associate
and assistant status are underpaid by as much as S5,000 in
comparison to male professionals.
However, the task force neglected to go beyond the gender
issue and take into account some professionals are paid
higher due to their field concentration, experience and
number of years in their field.
According to Charles Rauch, director of financial
management, on the national level, regardless of sex,.
engineers and economists get bigger bucks than nurses and
teachers and the same holds true at UMaine.
The idea here being that professionals who have more
years of experience in the field or have a single specific
catagory of study expect to be paid a higher salary them a
person in a more broader.:field.—
---Consider first a nursing position. The first thought that
comes to mind is a woman in a white-washed outfit.
Why does the label nurse necessarily have to refer to a
woman?
Statistically because on a national loci more women than
men are appointed to the nursing field.
Here at UMaine there are no male nurses, while
simultaneously there are few female engineers, said Rauch.
On a local level, we as a university communits should take
the steps in changing the ideology of fesnale-mak dominated
jobs.
We should support any administrative efforts to balance
the health care, clerical, economic and engineering fields
with equal numbers of men and women.
If we are successful in balancing these jobs on the local
level, perhaps we will see a change of ideology of jobs in
the future at UMaine.
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A foreign student's view
Like the past few years, we
again have more foreign
students corning from different
countries all over the world.
According to the international
student office at the Memorial
Union, there are around 300
foreign students on campus
representing over 65 countries.
I'm sure_that there are some
people on this campus who
would say "So, what's the big
deal?" What these people don't
realize is what they are missing.
There is a lot that could be
learned about other countries
from these students; they bring
their traditions, customs.
languages and cultures to your
door steps.
Curiousity is an inherited element, and it grows as people
grow Everyone wants to know
what's going on in the rest of
the world. Gone are the days
when things happening -on a
different continent had no effect on a country on another
continent. The world has
become so interdependent that
refusing to have a better
understanding of other nations
can have horrendous effects on
your own.
Being a- foreign student
myself, I know there is an in-visible wall that keeps the hosts
and the guests on this campus
segregated. After talking with
several of my friends from
other countries and also my
americtui pals, I have come to
the conclusion that what is going on is neither prejudice nor
arrogance. It is only reluctance
and awkwardness that intimidates both the American
and foreign students resulting
in the inhibition of rommiini
,
ation.
'
&-rth
pm:ti= cae c=h :Abel
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I have often been told hy my
American friends that most of
the foreign students are rude,
arrogant and unsocial. My
foreign students accuse
Americans of being mean. ill-
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afraid that he might say
something wrong and would
become a source of public
humiliation. Now, Mr. F gets
stamped with being rude, arrogant and unsocial. On the
other hand, Mr. A becomes a
mean,
intimidating,
monopolizer
of
the
conversation.
It is simple to solve this problem - get better acquainted
with each other. Try to understand the fact that every society
is different from every other
society. Don't even perceive
peopk from your own standpoint because it is totally unby Mohammad Salem Taj
fair. Once you get to know each
ferent society where someone Wier .better,_ rut sure you are
always acts as a mediator to get going to hayie a friend that
you'll remember for the rest of
two new people inlroduced. He
would probably keen standing your life. I have a strong belief
in the corner, hugging on to his that people all over the world
.drink, waiting ---for---4114-- are the same. Their needs and
"mediator" that is never going -feelings are identical. ihe difference being the way they
to show up.
carry
things out.
Hence he is blamed rude and
unsocial. At the same time.
There is one more thing to
because no one bothered to inremember! All these foreign
troduce him to other people.
students are the cream of the
Mr. F puts the tag of illcrop. It is only students with
manneredness
and
unstrong academic credentials
culturedness on all his fellow
which are admitted into the
americans.
U.S. schools, Studying abroad.
O.K., take another case. Mr. as eseryone knows, is a
F gets_lucky arid someone does
wonderful thing to do but at the
perfcifin the duties of mediator
same time, it's a bold decision.
and Mr. A and Mr. F get acGoing thousands of miles away
quainted. Mr. A starts talking
from home, family and friends:
in his best yankee accent, using
from food to the language is
language full of slangs. Mr. F
really different. It takes a lot of
can on' understand "standard
guts. Loneliness kills creativity.
written english." He is not
Would you let that happen to
used to the accent and he does a friend, would yoirrnot know what the slangs are
. What I'm asking for here is
about. The poor soul gets more that, we are all like a big comconfusion and his ckar answers munity. Schol, undoubtedly,
to easy questions like "How are is the best part of one's life.
you?"; "What's your MaWhy not make n wonderful for
jor?", become tainted with his everyone? You are all a great
confusion to such an extent that bunch of
4
the ;oys
he refuses to answer
life with
peol.Sharf the foreign students
any questions at all. The
and make them feel at home or
whole scene becomes too conwould it be better to put it the
fusing and embarrassing for
American way — "Give them
him and he shuts his mouth, a break,
will ya?"

first invention of triples

The problem is an age-old one. How
to divide two desks, two closets, two
bureaus containing 10 drawers, four
electrical outlets equally among three
people. Thank God there are three beds.
The freshmen triple, that timehonored indoctnnation of new students
into the wonderful world of on-campus
housing.
ytpu itt just suai a situation, who are wondering why one of
your roommates sleeps in their clothes
and the other doesn't bathe regulary and
whether or not you can expect one of
them to cleave you in half some night
while you're sleeping and that maybe a
career at K-Mart wouldn't be so bad
after all, cheer up, one of you should be
moving our by, say...March.
Alt this talk about freshman triples
makes me think back to the earlier part
of this decade. when I too was in a triple. If you think your bunkmates are a

For

mannered and uncultured. In
my opinion, both statements
are totally wrong. It is better to
explain my point with an
example.
Let's suppose there is a party. Both foreign and American
students are present. Let's take
a Mr. A, an American, and Mr.
fOreign student. What Mr.
A will do is he'll get started
right away, introducing himself
to diffefent people. making
friends. To him it's normal and
customary. Now our Mr. l- gets
confused; he's raised in a dif-

wee bit strange, let me tell you about
mine.

Keith Brann
John was from some bedroom community outside Boston, and Andy hailed from a mill town in western Maine.
John was a quiet lad who shaved his
face dry, didn't change his sheets until
Thanksgiving the did sweep out the sand
every week though), and thought that
Mike Oldfield's "Tubular Bells" was
the greatest sound created by mankind
since passing gas.
Andy was an avid drug user and parttime dealer who was "into -1---The
Beatles. He was "into- The Beatles so
much that at times he thought he was
John Lennon. He was "into" being
John Lennon so much that the only
girlfriend he had in the two ycars he was

here was Japanese
But we got along OK,and I finally got
a room elsewhere the following
February. When I visited them shortly
after the move, they had hung beads in
the doorway and the roomlooked like
a Moraccan opium den.
My new roommate was a squat little
man from Fort Kent, Maine. anej he
acted like it. His only goal in life was
to becine a professional body builder,
for which he was much too short. Oh
yes, and to gel "rhiek&," At least I
had my own closet.
So, all you people out there who are
whining because you're in a triple—
SUCK IT UP! We've all been through
it, and don't want to hear about it from
you.
Keith Bram: :s a senior journali:sm
major who strongly believes he is the
reincarnation ofsomefamous dead guy,
hut can't figure out who.

- -Me Daii).--Aftane-Cantptsr--Pridar, September tb, 1988
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to the editor
Rush is an opportunity for all
fraternities and sororities to
meet people with similar interests as those upon which
their perspective fraternity/sorority was founded as well
as people whose interests coincide with each members uniqueness. Part of this valuable
process is posting rush flyers
around campus.

An incident that ocurred on
Monday Sept. 12, 1988 deserved prompt response, especially
since it often happens to fraternities. While several members
of our fraternity, including
myself, were putting up flyers
in Cumberland Hall, some
members of another fraternity
were seen crumpling and taking
them down. Needless to say we
were upset, but when we saw
those members walk by with

Closet Republican
To the editor:
'obsersiiiig‘
In
The Bush/Quayle and Dukakis/
Bentsen tickets, I have
discovered the following facts
concerning their stands on major issues:
TAXES: Bush feels we pay
too much tax. Dukakis feels we
pay too little tax. Quayle and
Bentsen agree with Bush.
GOVERNMENT SPENDING: Bush feels government
spends too much money,.
Dukakis feels government
spends too little. Quayle and
Bentsen agree with Bush.
SDI: Bugs, favors national
Protection from nuclear war at
any price. Dukakis feels a
nuclear shield is too costls.

Yearbook
To the editor
The '87 Prism yearbooks
were mailed to subscribers
directly trom the publisher this
summer. Anyone who did not
receive their copy should check
with the PriSM office on the
2nd floor of the Memorial
Union to sec if it's there.
Deanna House
Prism Editor

our flyers, we felt a need to address the issue in an adult
manner.
Tearing down flyers isn't only immature, but it promotes a
bad rapport for all fraternities
in general. The residents of the
dormitories(who aren't Greek
members) who see this rivalry,
probably question the quality
of Greek members. In addition,
who is to say that you aren't the
ones who tore down the

fellowship and other flyers that
were scattered on the dormitories' floors, right? These
flyers provide residents with information to many organizational opportunities on campus.
Fraternities are sometimes
blamed for their appearance.
I can sincerely say that as a
member of one of the best
fraternities on this campus, we
pride ourselves upon fairness to
all members of the Greek

system. Instead of taking down
other fraternities' flyers, we
place ours nearby. Those individuals who take down flyers
may not think twice about it,
but doing so jeopardize the appearance of fraternities. YOU
KNOW WHO YOU ARE! I
congratulate those fraternities
and their individual members
who have respect for other
houses.
Edward A. Gagne
Tau Kappa Epsilon

The -Trouble KA 7;-/Pie-5

Quayle and Bentsen agree with
Bush.
STRONG
NATIONAL.
DEFENSE: Bush supports a
well-rounded, strong national
defense. .Dukakis only favors
conventional strength which is
vulnerable to nuclear attack.
Quayle and Bentsen agree with
Bush.
FREEDOM
AID
TO
FIGHTERS: Bush: In order to
protect our freedom, we must
help others protect theirs.
Dukakis: "Aid to freedom
fighters is immoral."
Quayle and Bentsen agree
with Bush.
GRENADA: Bush supports
Reagan's action. Dukakis opposed it. Quayle and Bentsen
agree with Bush.
CRIME.
HARDENED
CRIMINAL IN CROWDED
PRISONS?: Bush: inact the
death penalty. Dukakis: release
criminals.
Quayle and Bentsen agree
with Bush.
JOBS: Bush: train workers
for better jobs. Dukakis:
unionize America at the expense of small business and inflation. Quayle and Bentsen
agree with Bush.
ABORTION: Bush favors a
human life amendment to
restore the sanctity of human
Life. He opposes tax-funded

Siguo. Cote

AN01HER Si/ICIDE?
WAS HIS woRKLOAP
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NAW.- HE
LIVED IN A
TRIPIE!

abortion. Dukakis opposes the
restoring of the sanctity of
human life, supports taxfunded abortion. Quayle and
Bentsen agree with Bush.
EDUCATION: Bush favors
valueoriented education, tuition credits, student pay backs
on student loans.
Dukakis feels valueless
education is great. The public
school system needs no improvements. Fuinl /14.4Jliege Leition at taxpayers' expense.
Quayle and Bentsen agree with
Bush.

CHILD CARE: Bush: Tax
credit and cooperation between
corporate and community for
affordable care. Dukakis:
Set up a new bureaucracy to
put all tods in a public program, to be funded with a
blank check from
the
government.
REAGAN REVOLUTION:
Bush with Reagan all the way.
Dukakis opposes Reagan's
policies. Quayie and Bentsen
supported Reagan's policies in
the Senate.
LIBERAL VIEW: Dukakis

CONSERVATIVE VIEW:
Bush/Quayle and Bentsen
While the Bush/Quayle
ticket is in agreement. I find only two things that the
Dukakis/Bentsen ticket agrees
on.
-1, to run on the same ticket.
-2, to disagree on all other
issues. Here are just 14 reasons
to Nolo! the noke in .38!
Ralph L. Poland Jr
South Berwick

Quayle's college record unexceptional, dating habits astounding
Who is Dan Quayle? The uproar over his use of
family influence to avoid military service in Vietnam is obscuring other defects in his background.
Quayle's close friends and family acknowledge
his glaring lack of intellectual ability. Theodore
Bendall, Quayle family attorney recently said if
there was one thing he could change about the Indiana senator it would be to "increase his IQ He
is not an intellect." Quayle's father freely admits
that his son's main interest in school was "broads
and booze."
hlah
school apparently prevented him from applying to
major universities. Instead he went to little DePauw
University where his grandfather was a member of
the board of trustccs and a major contributor.
In college Quayle had a reputation for being a
poor soldent, frequently drinking to excess, and
dating many women. A former professor says
Quayle received mostly Cs and he got a D in at least
one course in his major, pohtical science. His good
looks and nonintellectual image Led some classmates
to nickname him derisively as "face man."
Clark Adams, a former classmate, said,"He was
not a guy to take a position on anything except who
his date was on Friday night and Where to get drunk

on Saturday night." Another classmate,
Joseph
Wirt, said Quayle majored in "girls,
golf and
alcohol" at DePauw.

Guest Column
Jim Senyszyn
Quayle's college record was so spotty that a furor
ro uoced
2 is,hen the conege announced it
would award an honorary doctor of laws degree to
Quayle. The faculty secretly voted 32-24 against
awarding the degree.
Despite Quayle's assertion last week that "I was
interested in joining the National Guard because it
enabled me to go to law school as soon as possible," he did not meet the academic requirements
of the Indiana University's law school. "They
wouldn't take
in," his father, James Quayle
told the Washington Post. A yeai ;atm "Scmiehow
he got in, he talked his way in and attended night
school, James Quayle said.
-Although Quayle said that he sought to bypass
,the military because of his intense interest in becom-

ing a lawyer, there is no evidence that he, accomplished anything substantial as an attorney.
Quayle's friends in the legal profession cannot
remember any cases that he handled. Almost immediately after opening his law practice, Quayle
told his father he wanted to do something else and
became assistant publisher of his fa:hcr';
newspaper.
His grandfather, Eugene Pullian, who headed the
most powerful newspaper empire in Indiana was
feanoneforttatoinaLy niiainaari
wii policies and
newspaperjournalism with impunity. Quayle's
father, James Quale was a member of the
ultraconservative John Birch Society in the 1960s.
The finacial and editorial backing of his father
got Quayle elected to the HOLM in 1976. With the
strong backing of his uncle's Indianapolis
newspapers he became a U.S. senator in 1980.
Voters have an opportunity,to beat Bush and beg
Quayle in November. Dan Quayle is another exampie of the intellectually bankrupt yuppie scum the
country club Republicans are trying to foist on the
American public as kpoor excuse for readership.
The voters can see through their goody-two-shoes
facade and trite cliches.
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"They are probably going to serve
more students," Rideout said.
Emergency calls to the health center
now will be answered by the public safety dispacher, who will call the University Volunteer Ambulance Corps when
necessary.
Berrien said she thinks there is hope
that the after-hours infirmary and outpatient clinic will open 24 hours a day
again.
The infirmary, which previously kept
students who did not feel well enough
to stay in their dorm rooms. wads° not
beused. Berrien is looking Into having
a bed in one of the area's hospitals
where students Pit stay if needed.
Berrien hopes to arrange for a nurse
to make calls on bed-ridden students on
campus.
Berrien and Rideout hope the health
center will reopen 24 hours a day, but
both feel the new situation will work
fine.
Although many students may.worry
-about emergencies, Berrien doesn't
foresee a problem. 1. oes,-. serious
emergency situations. CIAIAC does not
stop at Cutler before rushing the patient
to-the hospital.
— •
''We are not a hospital and people
who need,,a hospital,don't stay here."
Berrien 4ud.
Jane last+. one of the nurses who
resigned from Cutler, said she feels it is
sad that students are not getting as much
_service for the money they are spending
on their comprehensive fee, which includes includes visits to the health
center.
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Carol Barrows, another former after •
hours nurse at Cutler.
tal of the nurses laid they did not
feel the CNA% were qualified to take
doctor's orders over the phone, sign
charts or handle emergency situations.
But Dwight Rideout. dean of Student
Services, defended Berrien's choice to
hire CNAs to work with the RNs
"She thought it was a reasonable
answer to a very difficult problem."
•
lic
Some 01 the nurses felt that
was Inappropriate."
Many of the nurses said they felt they.
were not asked about the decision to hire
the CNA.s.
Jane Jagels, who resigned from ht.*
evening position, said she didn't fed like
she had been listened to.
But Berrien said the issue was raised
at staff meetings, which many of the
after-hours nurses do not attend. .
The contint , of the meetings was
relayed to the after hours nurses
through Ann Sassong, the director of
nursing services. But Sassong herself
resigned from Cutler at the beginning of
the semester, which added to the
problems.
"Everyone just felt they couldn't go
on without her." Berrien said
Neither Berrien or Sassong would
discuss the reasons for Sassong's
resignation. Berrien did say that she felt
Sassong should not have let.
Berrien said she did not realize the
_problem wa so large, admitting she may
have been out of touch with the afterhow's nurses because of the role
Sassong
played.
"I think tht.", feet ver;
Berrie"' said. She also said she won't let
thikproblem occur again in the future.
Rideout said the university is actively
searching for nurses to fill the vacant
PGiiii0i13 30 that Inc
health center can
reopen 24 hours a day.
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Gym to get $1.2M renovation
$500,000 to come
from student life fee
by Mike Bourque
Staff writer
The Memorial Gym at the University
of Maine will get a $1.2 million facelift.
Funding for the project is split between, two sources. $700,000 will be
privately funded while the remaining
$500,000 is coming from the student life
fee, also known as the comprehensive
fee, according to Robert Holmes, vice
president for development.
_Ile said the 1500.000 from the student
life fee would be raised over an undetermined amount of time.
U Maine President Dale lick made the
decision to use student life tee mo
for the renovation, he said.
. Holmes said because, his office is
already involved in several other fundraising campaigns, they couldn't raise
the entire $1 .2 million on their own.
Former UMaine assistant hockey
coach David Westby is heading up the
fundraising effort for the University's
des clopment office. He said nearly half
of the $700,000 from private funds had
been raised. Gifts include a S100,000
donation from alumni Michael and
Georgia Lain. West by said.
The project includes refurbished
lockerrooms for the football team,
men's and women's basketball, and the
fieici hockey and softball teams. Also included in the project is a new fitness
center that will be built along the east
side of the'gym.
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David Ames, associate athletic director for Intramurals and Recreation, said
the new fitness center would be nearly
twice the size of the old weight rooin.
"The old room was odd shaped and
not easy to arrange. This new addition
will be rectangular making it more effective to utilize the space," Ames
said.
According to tiVestby, the architect
for the project is Moore/ Weinrich of
Brunswick who also designed the lounge
and locker room additions to Alfond

Arena. The refurbished locker room
facilities in the gym will be similar to
those at Alfond.
Also included in the renovation is a
larger athletic training facility.
This will be in the same place as the
current trainer's room and will be expanded by removing a couple of walls,
Westby said.
If all goes as planned, groundbreaking for the addition could be before the
end of the month. West by said the project is scheduled to be completed in May
1989.

,

The Michael B. Latti Fitness Center (see arrow) is part of
• proposed $1.2 million plan to improve the Memorial Gym

complex. The project will include improvements to locker
rooms and a new fitness center.
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Last night, while sitting at the
spoils desk wi mains what few brain
cells I have left for an column idea,
I decided to take a look at the
statistics from the Black Bears' loss
to (Mass last Saturday.
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"Hmmm, let's take a look at the
most talked about position first," I
said to myself. "Aha, Doug Dorsey
and Carl Smith at tailback.
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"Now, I already know Smith's
13.7 yards per carry average broke a
school record and Dorsey had a great
day in his own right, but just how
many yards did these two players account for in the offense's record
breaking afternoon?" I wondered.
Dorsey, 95 yards rushing,64 yards
pass receiving.
Smith, 206 yards rushing, 43 yards
pass receiving.
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And the grand total is.. 408.
"Wow, I said to myself, (if you
hadn't guessed by now, I talk to
myself a lot), 408 of the 643 yards can
be credited to one position. That's
un-SS-!',believable, I guess Northeastern knows who they have to
key on this weekend.
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"We want to be proud of our athletic
facilities. Right now, those facilities are
sub-par," Holmes said.
Linwood Carville, associate athletic
director for internal operations said the
project started as an improved lockerroom facility for the varsity football
team.
"We were looking for a place for
football lockers and we decided that the
weight room would be the ideal place.
Then, we had to find a place for the
weight room and the idea of the fitness
center was born," Carville said.

Then I said, "Keying on this position isn't going to be the Huskies
4010
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answer to winning the game, 'cause
Dorsey•s going to run over people
and the only part of Smith they'll get
a piece of is his shadow. Plus, if they
key on these two, Mike Buck will
pick apart their secondary, which he
will most likely do anyways."
Seconds after I said this, our
fearless photo editor carne over to the
sports desk claiming he would never
take a photo of a women's sport
again.
"That women's tennis team is a
bunch of wenches," he hollered "1

Tim Tozier
can't believe someone can't concentrate over the din of a motor drive.
That's it, that one just blrw it for all
women's sports teams this year.''
Then our sports editor, who -',
decide whether to chew gum or
tobacco. (so he chews both at the
same time), piped up and said,
"Doug, that's not fair, you can't
,chastise all _women's sports just
because one person did something
you don't agree with."
"The hell I can't," he shouted.

"It's called revenge. Remember when
you were in fourth grade and a
prankster threw a chair out the window and wouldn't admit to it, so
everyone got detention. Well, I think
that theory applies in this MC. By the
way Toz, how's the offensive line
looking this year?"
"Awesome," I replied. "They
average 6-foot-4, 270-pounds, and
were opening up holes for Smith and
Dorsey that you could have driven a
truck through. They were giving
Buck about a week to get his passes
off and if they continue to keep up
this sort of play, there's going to be
no stopping the offence."
"Hey, how about the defense, I
heard they were a little shaky last
Saturday, the shooter,inquired.
"No problem, they just made a
Jew mental mistakes, but I here they
have simplified the defense this week
so they don't have to think as much,
just react to the baii.•• I stated.
"v.'hat about our leader out there
on defense, captain Nick Peraia?"
1.1•• chooti,r asked.
"There's one of the most consistent players on
field," I replied.
"He had 17 tackles against the

Minutemen and he'll probably equal
that statistic Saturday.
"Toz, is Smith really as fast as
everyone says he is,?" the shooter
had to know.
"No, he's faster," I replied.
"He's like watching Carl Lewis in a
football uniform. If he can stay
healthy, he's going to rewrite every
record book in the history of UMaine
football.
"Not only is he fast, but he's tough
too," I added. "He was dishing
out as much punishment as he was
taking, when the opponents could
catch up to him."
"Well Toz, sounds like the Black
Bears are going to repeat as Yankee
Conference
champions," the
shooter proclaimed. "Now, if we
could only get a winning men's
basketball team."
When the conversation was over,
the shooter had calmed down aiid
said he may consider taking pictures
of the women's diving team next
month.
Tim Tozier is a senior journalism
Masseichusevz.
who would bet the mortgage on his
parent's house that the Black Bears
are going to win Saturday. if he could
only get his hands on it.
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Bears to face Northeastern
by Tim Tozier
Skiff Vriter
The University of Maine football
team is anxious for their first victory of
the season and will get their chance
when they take the field against Northeastern University in their'homeopener Saturday.
The Black Bears are coming off a

disappointing loss to the University of
Massachusetts last Saturday, but this
week's practices have sparked their
desire to win.
"The team is very hungry for a win
and I feel as though they are ready to
play- and play well," Head Coach Tim
Murphy said.
The Huskies are also 0- 1 entering the
1 p.m. contest at Alumni Field and Mur111.111.0.

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS ail STAFF
Unlimited Tanning — First Mester $99
One month
S40
Or S3 Der visit with student ID
call 827-7933 CALIFORNIA CONCEPTS
Exercise and Tanning
29 Water St., Old Tows.
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hard on the biggest problem they had
last week, their special teams.
"We found ourselves underkickins
our coverage against UMass and if we
can't cover our kicks, it makes it very
hard to do schematically what we have
to do from the special teams' standpoint," Murphy said. "We're looking
for a much improved effort this
week."
The Black Bear defense, another area
in which mental breakdowns proved
costly, has made some adjustments for
the Huskies.
"The defense is pumped up and we
know we have some things to prove,"
defensive tackle Scott Nason said.
"We've concentrated much more on
simplifying the defense this week so
"Rodriguez is no superstar, but he's
there's not as much thinking involved
a very efficient quarterback," Murphy__' and more just coming off the baIL"
said. "Halfback Ray Gee and split end
Mike Williams are both lightning fast
--Black Bear notes:
and they're the guys we have to look out
Doug Dorsey needs just 69 yards to for.
move past Rudy DiPietro into second
The Slack Bears have been working
Owe on the-Maine -all-time rushing
list., the senior tailback currently has
2.221 yards- running the ball. Dorsey
niso has II- shot at breaking Lorenzo
Bouier's records for career touchdowns
(34) and career touchdowns rushing
(31)...he needs two morerushing TD's
and four in total to break these
niarks...Bouicr's career scoring record
of 198 points is also in jeopardy.. Peter
Borjestedt enters tomorrow's game
with 193 points, while Dorsey has 180.

phy knows what his Mint has to do to
emerge victorious.
"They run a true option with the
wishbone and theirgame plan is going
to be simple and d'bvious: They like to
grind it out and keep the opponent's offense off the field," Murphy said.
"We can't allow their offense to stay on
the field. We have to force them to pass
the ball and we have to create turnovers.
They have the ability to chew-up huge
chunks of the clock and this makes our
offensise chances minimal."
The man at the center of the Huskies
wishbone attack is junior quaterback
Rich Rodriguez. who rushed for 131
yards in thier 45-34 loss against Towson
State last week.
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Three agents,
football player
indicted in
racketeering
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Regency chair bed Flips
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Noseguard Pete Regulski's shoulder
is just about healed but he has been
diagnosed with mono and will be out for
a month. Tight end Matt Swinson will
also be .unavailable for action with a
knee injury.
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(CPS) — Three sports agents and a
pro football player were indicted Aug.
24 for allegedly using lucrative but illegal payments and threats to coerce college athletes into signing representation
contracts.
New York agents Niaby Walters and
Lloyd Bloom are
•iss. of offering
student-athletes at* curs, trips and
clothing if they signed --,iiisome cases
post-dated — agreements allowing
Walters and Bloom to represent them in
professional contract negotiations.
If the offer of cas or can didn't work,
U.S. Attorney Anton Valukas said,
Walters and Bloom threatened to break
their legs and harm their families.
"This is my life on the line. . .Now
it's your life on the line. . . your reputation, your business, your family, your
brother. your school, everythins going to be tainted and tainted bad. It's
gonna be terrible for you," Walters
allegedly told former University of Pittsburgh linebacker Tony Woods, now
with the Seattle Seahawks
Bloom and Walters are charged with
racketeering, mail fraud, wire fraud,
and estortion. The payments and contracts violated National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) rules.
Also indicted was California agent
Dave Lueddeke lentil Cris Carta.. of the
National Football Lealue's (NFL)
Philaelphia Eagles.
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Tennis team
struggling
to build-team
by Joe Grant
Staff Writer

COME MEET THE

Establishing any athletic program can
be difficult but it can be just as tough
to build a team with a majority of
underclassmen.
The University of Maine men's tennis team lost three of their top six
players from last year but have a
number of new prospects that Coach
Austin Hummel hopes can rise to be
competitive at the college level.
Without any seniors, the Black Bears
will rely heavily on junior captain Mark
Walsh, the only junior on the squad.
Jeff Courtney was the No.1 man for
the past four years and Walsh, who
played No.4 last year, will take over the
top position.
Hummel also suffered the loss of his
No.3 and No.6 players but hopes four
sophmores and six or seven freshmen
will help strengthen his team.
':We have five freshmen who could conably play in the top six," Hummel
said. .Sophmores Ray_ Wright. Willard
Greenwood and Scott. Stevens all have
a year of expenence while Hummel said
that freshmen Scott Bell, Andy Lisle and
John Johnson have "added to our team
a lot of depth."
Hummel said the majority of the college tennis season is in the spring along
with the National Collegiate Athleti,Asssociation tournament .
For the fall season, the Black Bear.
have four matches on their schedule and
are expecting to add three or four more
before the North Atlantic Conference
The NAC's are on Oct. 28-29 in Burlington. Vt. and this is the first year of
the tourneys existence. Teams which
Hummel expects to compete include
Boston University, Canistus College,
University of New Hampshire. University of Vermont, UMaine. Siena College
and the University of Hartford.
Hummel said he is not counting on a
championship at the NACs but is confident of a good showing.
"94 c will be able to compete."
Hummel said, "but we will probably
end up somewhere around the middle of
the pack."
Hummel said a trip to Florida during
the spring schedule is in planning. He
ientat iv els *ants to go in early spring if
-enough money I received through fundraising efforts_
"IA c arc trying to build a team that
has not been veryactive M Ness
England," Hummel said.
John McPhail is the assistant lecillch
for the Black Bears.
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BANANAS
The University of Maine Black Bear Mascot
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MAINE vs NORTHEASTERN

0

Football Game
Saturday, September 17, 1988 1:00 pm
Bring 5 labels from any Campbell's products and kids 12 and under will be admitted free
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The Daily Maine
Campus needs
typesetters. Good
typing skills and
knowledge of
WordStar necessar).
Call Jan at 581-1271.
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REGISTRATION

Sept. 12 - Sept. 16
Outside Memorial Union
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or Inside Memorial Union 2nd
'Floor
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Formal Rush Begins Sunday Night
Sept. 18 Damn Yankee 7:00 p.m.
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* There will be a booth at the football
game on Saturday Sept. 17
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